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1: Student housing tempts wealthy investors | Education | The Guardian
Profit by Investing in Student Housing covers all the critical components of this specialized area of real estate investing
from identifying prime college markets and choosing profitable properties, to obtaining debt financing, raising equity, and
closing deals. Readers learn to assess their return on investment for all housing types from.

But at the moment, the thing that is bothering me most is this idea that we have somehow escaped the kind of
property crashes that other bubble markets have had. But the government flatly refuses to allow house prices
to fall to market clearing levels, so a huge number of people still believe that property is, and always will be,
the safest investment there is. If I had a tenner for every reader who asked me to write more often about how
to make money out of property, I would no longer have to worry about the price of property. If you see what I
mean. So, to humour you all, I do keep an eye on various parts of the property market just in case, and I do
listen to what the endless parade of property bulls have to say about the supposedly easy money that is there
for the taking. At the moment I am hearing a lot about the student property market. The number of students in
the UK is high and rising â€” up from 1. The UK is also a magnet for foreign students, partly due to its
reputation for offering high standards and partly to the weak pound â€” something that makes an English
education paid for in an Asian currency look pretty good value. And all those well-heeled foreign folk need
somewhere to live. So it appears to make sense to invest in PBSA in top university towns, the ones the
students will keep flocking to. You get a stake in the property market, a good income â€” students appear to
have little sense of what is the right price for anything â€” and the chance of a capital gain too. And you get all
that without the bother of having to manage a buy-to-let. But the options for retail investors are not so
excellent. The funds that are available are mostly based offshore, outside the jurisdiction of the UK regulatory
system, and come with some shocking layers of fees. Those in any doubt should amuse themselves by reading
the charges and fees section of any one of the funds on offer. I gave up on the Mansion Student
Accommodation Fund after a couple of paragraphs: And the one fund that most of us associate with this
sector, the Brandeaux Student Accommodation Fund, has been having what you might politely call liquidity
problems for some years now. The good news is that there is one more option. It is fractional ownership. You
might think that sounds rather nice. I think you are wrong. Remember the trend for buying hotel rooms?
Buying a pod comes with all the same problems. The rental guarantee is a red herring â€” it suggests that you
might get that rent over the long term, but is just as likely to be paid out of the profit on flogging the unit than
from the income on that unit. Then there are the management charges. You have no control over them at all:
And what if you want out in five years? There is no real secondary market in pods â€” you will find that you
are reliant on the people who sold you the pod in the first place to help you get rid of it. So how do you get in?
There is one little fund out there I like. However, this is the way the industry should be heading, and if any
other well-managed investment trusts investing in the sector hit the market, I might actually find myself
suggesting you buy them.
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2: How to Invest in Student Housing Property | Finance - Zacks
The focus on the hot Student Housing area is very helpful and instructive, but, the principals in the book are useful for all
types of real estate investing. Real life examples, words of caution, and many useful Charts and data are most helpful as
a guide to successful real estate investing.

About this product Synopsis College enrollment is on the rise, and many colleges and universities are
experiencing a campus housing crunch. As more than 80 million echo boomers turn 18 over the next decade,
the campus housing market will expand exponentially, making it one of the most solid investment niches in
real estate. Profit by Investing in Student Housing prepares you to cash in on this campus housing crunch.
Real estate investor Michael H. Zaransky demonstrates proven techniques for acquiring the right student
housing properties to add to or start your real estate portfolio. Cover-to-cover, you will discover the essential
knowledge for identifying and seizing the best opportunities in this thriving market, including: Which college
markets offer the best opportunities, Types of available student housing properties, from apartment buildings
and condominiums to privately owned dorms and single-family homes, What to consider when identifying
properties, including local college policies, proximity to campus, and operating expenses, How to secure
financing early to jump on the best deals, How to successfully manage your student housing operation. Profit
by Investing in Student Housing also includes helpful checklists, sample documents, and a state-by-state
overview of campus housing at major colleges and universities. Whether you are diversifying your real estate
portfolio or investing in your first property, this book is an invaluable resource. Demographics are driving
unprecedented opportunities in the student housing market. Enrollment at colleges and universities is
booming. An estimated 75 million people will reach college age in the next decade. Add to that the growing
shortage of on-campus, university-owned student housing. As a result, real estate investors are eyeing this
specialized and highly profitable market niche. Zaransky, real estate veteran and author of Profit by Investing
in Student Housing, shows readers precisely how to build wealth investing in student housing properties.
While many other books discuss niche investment opportunities in real estate, this is the first to provide a
complete, detailed approach to investing in student housing. Profit by Investing in Student Housingcovers all
the critical components of this specialized area of real estate investingfrom identifying prime college markets
and choosing profitable properties, to obtaining debt financing, raising equity, and closing deals. Readers learn
to assess their return on investment for all housing types from single-family homes and condos to multifamily
apartment buildings and privately operated dorms. Real-life anecdotes make this book more than a
hypothetical treatise on real estate investing. Profit by Investing in Student Housingshows novices and veteran
investors alike how to duplicate the extraordinary success of leaders in this market niche. No other real estate
book today offers the same quality and breadth of information on this subject. Highlights Profit by Investing in
Student Housingshows real estate investors: Why demographics will drive demand for student housing in
years to come How to locate and analyze the best deals on student housing properties Unique methods of
financing and raising equity Minimizing risk in acquiring and operating student housing investments Profit by
Investing in Student Housing covers all the critical components of this specialised area of real estate
investing-from identifying prime markets and choosing profitable properties, to obtaining debt financing,
raising equity, and closing deals. It also shows novices and veteran investors alike how to duplicate the
extraordinary success of leaders in this market niche.
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3: Profit by Investing in Student Housing: Cash In on the Campus Housing Shortage by Michael Zaransky
It Profit by Investing in Student Housing: Cash in on the Campus Housing Shortage free pdf dumfounded at
unambiguous financiers harping amuck inside another a fore as to gather an approximately apparent tree.

My son was passed out beside my wife Steph and I. We finished at about 2am, pumped up our air mattress and
collapsed onto it in the middle of our now furnished common room. We had students moving in the next day
and we needed to get the whole house ready for their arrival. There was a lot to be done to welcome them to
their new home. Besides the fact that you may not want to build or move furniture, there are some other things
to consider to tackle this strategy successfully. The cash is great but it comes at a cost â€” your time. Some
lenders have offered options for student housing mortgages in the past but these typically have more stringent
stipulations on borrowing. The other option is to buy a single family home and convert it to student housing at
a later date. For either of these options I would recommend speaking to an expert in the field and also a
mortgage broker. Each city will also have different legislation detailing how it zones these types of dwelling.
Some will regulate the number of students per house and also have rules on maintenance, fire safety standards,
insurance, parking, noise etc. Make sure you do your own due diligence in your particular city, so that you are
fully aware of all your costs and responsibilities in advance. Location Where do the students want to live?
Many students rely heavily on walking, biking or public transportation so the closer to the University or
College, the better. You have to find out where students want to live, and if there is a need for more housing in
that area. Best place to start your research is the schools off campus housing office. They should be able to
give you a variety of information including where people want to live and also typical rents. Ideally, your
opportunity will be in finding out if there is a shortage of housing on campus or near campus and then
determining what you need to do to fill that void. My favourite strategy is to take a walk. I walk from the
school and look at the housing within a 15 min walk or less. That allows me to focus in on the best options.
Students will take the bus if necessary and a lot of universities include public transit in the tuition fees but I
find the closer I can be to the University, the more rent I can charge and the more demand I will have. Watch
in your area â€” usually the houses closest to the school will be the first to be rented. You can actually see the
university from one of my houses and the kids love that. Get Help Managing your own student rental takes a
lot of your time. If you have to add a lot of travel time to get there from where you live then you can expect
this to become a part time side job. In addition to that there will be regular calls from the students, for many
small things that come up including inter house politics! Then there are the time intensive periods of the year
when you are showing the house to groups, collecting deposits and signing the lease. I think of a good
property manager as someone who can create a protective forcefield between you and the tenants, whilst still
keeping you in the loop when necessary. Do they currently deal with Student housing? If so get some
references, student rentals are more time intensive and higher maintenance for a PM. Understand and set an
expected response time. When you evaluate and sign the SLA service level agreement set expectations
accordingly with the students. Also understand how the property manager prefers to communicate with the
tenants. Do they prefer a phone call, email or text? Students tend to prefer to be able to text so having a
property manager that is ok communicating that way â€” or has a way to receive texts â€” will be important.
Lastly maintain regular communication with your PM. Investing in student rentals is more hands on than other
strategies so stay in touch and be proactive. Add to that, there are lots of extra people in the house. Students
need to know when garbage collection days are and where to put the garbage. Additionally ensure there are
adequate bins provided for both garbage and recycling. The cleanliness of the house should be monitored
regularly to avoid and issues with pests entering the home. Students who are adverse to cleaning may be
prepared to contribute to a cleaning service once a month. There is typically a lot of mess left behind at move
out time so be prepared to get rid of or recycle old furniture and beds. You or your property manager should
be there at that time to oversee things and ensure the house is left in good condition. Maintenance Starts with
Good Materials: Commercial grade laminate flooring is perfect, and the newer vinyl tiled type flooring is solid
and cost effective for bathrooms and the kitchens. It makes sense to pick a project to work on each year to
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continuously be improving the rental. Frequent upgrades will increase the likelihood of tenant retention and
will make the house easier to fill with a new group in the future. On Sunday, after my wife Steph and I stayed
up late building furniture, it was amazing moving in the students and seeing how proud and pleased their
parents were to have their kids moving into a quality home. Some parents even said this was nicer than where
the kids lived now. Tim has been investing in real estate since he was 20 years old. Tim is the authority on
student rentals and is regularly featured in Canadian Real Estate Wealth Magazine.
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4: Extra Credit: Investing in Student Housing
Demographics are driving unprecedented opportunities in the student housing market. Enrollment at colleges and
universities is booming. An estimated 75 million people will reach college age in the next decade. Add to that the
growing shortage of on-campus, university-owned student housing. As a.

ViewPoint Niche investing in student housing may now be going mainstream. While student housing has
traditionally been a niche alternative that few investors considered, many investors have been increasingly
eyeing this asset class with new interest, and for good reason. According to a report by Axiometrics , the
student housing sector continues to demonstrate strong fundamentals, maintaining a national occupancy rate of
above 95 percent and average annual rent growth of 2. Pre-leasing activity is accelerating, indicating strong
demand for student housing, especially for communities located within walking distance from a campus. So
what factors are driving the growth that we are currently seeing in the student housing market, and what do
investors need to know about investing in this product type? Here are three reasons why student housing is a
sector to watch this year. Strong Demographics Today, more students than ever are pursuing higher education,
and investors are taking note. The National Center for Education Statistics reports that enrollment in post
secondary institutions increased 20 percent from to , and it is projected in increase an average of 1. While this
increase is due in part to population growth, a cultural shift is underway that is also contributing to rising rates
of college enrollment. The consensus among Millennials is that there is long-term value in obtaining a college
education. Statistically speaking, those with college degrees earn more than those without. These enrollment
figures bode well for multifamily investors. The increase in student enrollment in college universities across
the nation means that simply put, more students will need off-campus housing. Student housing typically
offers a more value-oriented alternative to traditional multifamily housing, as these properties are often
furnished and located in close proximity to college campuses. By paying close attention to these demographic
shifts, investors can capitalize on the growing demand for high-quality student housing, resulting in long-term
value in this type of niche investment. Higher Yields While new deliveries of luxury Class A multifamily
product are raising concerns that the multifamily market is reaching its peak, student housing, on the other
hand, is projected to grow over the next several years. One trend that we are currently seeing is increasing
foreign interest in student housing. Institutional investors, especially foreign buyers, are expanding outside the
scope of their usual investments and looking beyond core assets in search of higher yields. Due to the rising
competition in core markets for properties such as Class A trophy office towers, many of these investors are
shifting their focus to niche sectors such as student housing. One reason for this shift is the opportunity for
substantial returns. While conventional multifamily housing is subject to fluctuations in the market, student
housing consistently boasts strong fundamentals and commands higher overall occupancies. This higher
occupancy rate translates to strong, steady cash flow and attractive returns for investors. Higher cap rates,
coupled with strong enrollment figures across the board, are driving investor demand for well-located student
housing assets with upside potential. At Olive Hill Group, for example, we are actively targeting student
housing campuses that present an opportunity to add value through capital improvements. As university
campuses continue to grow, especially in West Coast markets such as California and Nevada, we see an
enormous opportunity to invest in student housing communities and generate yield by enhancing the
infrastructure and amenities of these assets. Resilient to Economic Pressures Student housing benefits from
many of the same fundamentals as conventional multifamily product, but with the added benefit of being
resilient to economic pressures. For that reason, it is generally considered a recession-proof product, making it
a strong, stable asset class for investments. For example, the same benchmarks used for evaluating multifamily
investments generally apply to student housing. Typically, student housing communities in major urban
metros near transit options and retail amenities are poised to perform well over time. These highly dense areas
with quality demographics, high population growth, and strong employment drivers are more resilient to
withstand shifts in economic pressures, providing more stability to investors. That said, while student housing
performs well regardless of the economic climate, it is generally considered countercyclical. More people
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return to school during economic downturns, and we saw this firsthand with the Great Recession a decade ago.
Looking ahead, investors recognize the value in investing in a niche sector that will not only survive but also
thrive in adverse or volatile economic conditions. Based on resident demand for student housing, opportunity
to generate higher yields, and long-term stability, student housing investments remain poised for considerable
growth this year. By looking beyond core assets and targeting niche sectors such as student housing, owners
and investors stand to benefit from the long-term value of this asset class in the year ahead. Tim Lee is the
vice president of corporate development and legal affairs at Olive Hill Group, a privately owned investor,
operator, and developer of commercial real estate properties with a diverse portfolio of office, retail,
hospitality and multifamily properties.
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5: Affordable housing: Investing for profit
Michael H. Zaransky, real estate veteran and author of Profit by Investing in Student Housing, shows readers precisely
how to build wealth investing in student housing properties. While many other books discuss niche investment
opportunities in real estate, this is the first to provide a complete, detailed approach to investing in student housing.

They operate much like portfolio managers and business managers who focus on maximizing profits while
creating value for clients. This article discusses affordable housing investment as a business and investment
strategy. Investment Options Seniors and People with Disabilities: People 65 or older and with disabilities are
a significant percentage of the U. Studies show these numbers increasing and estimated record levels in the
next 20 to 30 years. People in these groups need housing that is close to public accommodations and is
modified to assist them in everyday living. Modifications include ramps instead of stairs, wheelchair
accessible bathrooms, handrails, and modified cabinets and closets to name a few. The growing numbers of
adult and non-traditional college and university students have increased the need for off-campus housing.
Adult students with families need private housing close to campus. International students need housing that is
available year-round because it is less expensive and more convenient than frequent international travel on
holiday and summer breaks. Living on campus can have many benefits, but they often come at a price. To
learn more, check out " College Dorms: Good Value or Ripoff? Military service members have housing
options on and off base. On-base housing requires construction, property management and grounds
maintenance, while off-base housing requires additional location assistance, custom construction and purchase
financing. Off-base housing needs to be close to the base and easy to move into and out of. Military housing
investors should be familiar with federal contracting, as well as the specific guidelines for each branch of
service. Rehabilitation and Re-Entry Programs: Transitional housing for homeless people and families,
halfway houses for recovering addicts and newly released from correctional facilities, and group homes for
children and adults in state protective service and mental health systems need neighborhood-based housing.
Apartments and boarding houses should be large enough to provide adequate facilities and privacy for
residents, but must also facilitate needed security and accessibility levels appropriate for each group.
Determine the median income for your area. There are several sources of information to determine median
income. Census Bureau compiles average incomes for states, counties, and cities. Real estate websites provide
this information for people interested in buying homes in particular regions. Information is also available
through state and local governments, economic development agencies and housing authorities. This is your
expected gross income per affordable rental unit. Then calculate your expected sale price by deducting the
amount for tax, insurance and fees based on going rates for the area. Use the difference, principle and interest,
to determine the purchase price based on going interest rates for your area. A banking or mortgage
professional can help you quickly determine these amounts. How to Determine Profitability Start by
determining your operating expenses. For rental units, start with taxes and insurance you pay as owner. Do
you pay the utilities, if so which ones? Calculate the cost for building and grounds maintenance for multiple
unit buildings. For sale units, determine your financing costs, closing costs at acquisition and at the time of
sale, material and labor costs for construction or rehabilitation, and transfer costs. For both rental and sale
units, determine your marketing and advertising costs. The greatest project will flop if you cannot attract
renters or buyers in a timely manner. Even a simple, effective advertising strategy will cost both money and
time. Consider these costs of doing business that affect your bottom line. Next, determine your income. For
rental units, use the amount of expected gross income per affordable unit. For sale units use the purchase price
determined above. Use the standard formula: If you pay utilities, some programs allow additional amounts to
be paid by the subsidizing authority to cover a portion of tenant utilities. Finally, look at your income tax
situation. Depreciation will affect your tax liability and will have varying affects on the actual cash flow or
real net profit. How to Ensure Marketability Focus on locating and modifying units that meet guidelines for
rental subsidies available through local housing authorities. For sellers, focus minimizing construction and
rehabilitation costs on units to be sold at market. If it is not profitable, it is not marketable. The reverse is also
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true. Take advantage of foreclosed homes. There are many single and two- to four-family homes that have
been abandoned due to foreclosures. Check the guidelines for each county you will target as guidelines may
differ among counties in the same region or state. These units are often purchased site unseen and may
represent significant rehabilitation costs and turnaround time to resell. Work with a realtor and learn about the
local for sale by owner FSBO market. Here you will find opportunities for short sales where the seller or
selling agent has made arrangements for a reduced mortgage payoff to facilitate a reduced price for quick sale.
These units may be the least expensive to fix up and resell. Successful investors know when and how to move
in the market. If there are more renters in your market, now may not be a profitable time to market units for
sale even if interest rates are low. If market rent and median income in your area is high, now may be the most
profitable time to retain property for the monthly rental income it can generate. Treat your real estate portfolio
just like your retirement portfolio with a little more paint and fixtures. For savvy real estate investors, times of
lower prices reveal investment opportunity. Become a member of the chamber of commerce and affiliate with
economic development agencies. Use these relationships to identify public and private financing and operating
partnerships. Action Plan Be informed. Learn about affordable housing across the country and in your area.
Make a market for affordable housing. Identify a niche in your area and fill it. Forge partnerships with
like-minded investors and financing sources. Be a profitable investor. Function as both portfolio manager and
business manager. Apply conventional investment wisdom and business strategy advice. Be a landlord , an
investor and a business executive. As a landlord, incorporate the human element. Remember that you can
create a market by helping families and your community. As an investor, create a blue-chip portfolio of real
estate. Have the best properties, in the most desired areas, at the best prices, that turn the most profit. As a
business executive, create a brand, generate goodwill and maximize the market value of your brand not just on
individual units. Remember that your activities also create jobs and employment opportunities for construction
workers and real estate sales agents. Your marketing and property managing activities help to attract workers
to the labor force in the areas where your units are located. Not only can you create personal profits, but you
can also create economic opportunities for people and communities through affordable housing investment.
Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to
your inbox.
6: Why Student Housing Investments are Poised for Growth in
Profit by Investing in Student Housing: Cash in on the Campus Housing Shortage by Michael H. Zaransky (, Paperback)
1 product rating average based on 1 product rating.

7: 5 Ways to Make Money Student Rental Investing
Investing in real estate can be a profitable enterprise. Buying student housing property generates income as tenants pay
rent, while also allowing you to profit from a rising housing market.

8: Don't get suckered by student accommodation - MoneyWeek
Student housing may be one of real estate's best-kept investment secrets. By Rebecca Lake, Contributor Aug. 10, By
Rebecca Lake, Contributor Aug. 10, , at a.m.

9: Profits and pitfalls: Buying an off-campus property - The Globe and Mail
Student housing has long been a relatively small sector of the real estate investment market. But thanks to growing
enrollment at colleges and universities and an increasing shortage of on-campus, university-owned housing, student
accommodations are attracting the interest of both traditional and nontraditional real estate investors.
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